FRESHMAN YEAR
Let’s take a look at a typical Student-Tutor case.
Johnny Student starts off high school, and he’s doing okay in most of his subjects. He’s
getting A’s in his electives, B’s in English and History. But he’s getting a C in Chemistry,
and a D in his math class.

By the end of his freshman year, Johnny ends up with a 2.83 GPA.
If he holds that pattern all through high school, and gets a decent SAT score, he’ll be
eligible for a small $1,500 award from Arizona State University. Not much of a drop in
the tuition bucket.
We can do much better than that.
Instead of sitting back, you (Mrs. Student) give us a call. And we spring into action right
away.

First, our Academic Consultant provides
you and Johnny with a 30-minute
strategy session.
(This takes place on the phone and over the
computer--so there’s no need to leave the house!)

We talk to both of you, listen to your story, and, with
your help, build a customized plan sure to lead
Johnny to success.
We ﬁgure out Johnny’s pain points, and ﬁnd the
perfect tutor to help ﬁx them.
And, together, we develop and set a clear goal to
reach.
In this case, it’s a $9,500 annual merit-aid scholarship to Arizona State University.
To reach that goal, Johnny will need a 3.6 GPA, and an SAT score of 1350 (just counting
the math and reading sections).
Totally doable.

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Tabitha Tutor starts meeting with
Johnny once a week.
They work on bringing english and history up to
A’s, and focus in on science and math.
During their tutoring sessions, they meet at the
library near Johnny’s house.
Johnny gets out his homework assignments.
They do practice problems, and Tabitha breaks
down tricky concepts and nails down
fundamentals.

And she always makes sure that Johnny
demonstrates mastery.
So the session after she teaches him a concept,
Tabitha has Johnny explain the concept back to
her.
As a bonus, she helps Johnny with his study skills
and organizational habits.
Now, he knows how to study a textbook, and he’s
staying on top of his homework deadlines and
test dates. His grades are improving, and he’s
ﬂying higher than ever.

By the end of sophomore year, Johnny gets four A’s, and brings his lower subjects
up to B’s.

That brings his cumulative GPA up to 3.25!

JUNIOR YEAR
That summer, Johnny takes an SAT practice test, and scores
600 out of 800 on the math section, and 630 out of 800 on the
reading section.
Not quite high enough. So we start working with him on test-taking strategies.

By this point, Johnny’s study and
organizational skills have noticeably
improved.
He feels more conﬁdent than ever in his classes.
Johnny and Tabitha still have homework sessions, but
he’s getting better and better at learning the material
on his own.
In fact, he and Tabitha occasionally work ahead in his
classes!

Now, at the beginning of junior year,
Tabitha mostly works with Johnny on
strategies for the SAT.
When he takes the SAT in October, he gets a 620 out of
800 on math, and a 645 on reading.
Tabitha keeps working with Johnny, and when he takes
it again in the spring, he gets a score of 700 on reading,
and 650 on math.
That’s 1350--the magic number!
Plus, his junior year report card reﬂects his academic improvement, showing off
straight A’s.

SAT: 1350
Now, Johnny’s GPA has jumped all the way up to 3.5!

SENIOR YEAR
With his current GPA, Johnny’s eligible for an annual $8,000 award from ASU. But he’ll
jump even higher than that!

As a senior, Johnny’s brimming
with conﬁdence.
He’s got high self-esteem and fantastic study skills...and
support from the dedicated team at Student-Tutor.
With the world on his side, Johnny ﬁnishes out his
senior year with straight A’s and a great test score in his
pocket.

That ﬁnal report card brings his GPA up to 3.62, and
he’s well in the clear for ASU’s Presidents Award.
That’s $9,500 a year.
That covers nearly all of Johnny’s tuition costs
for all four years.

Way to go, Johnny!

Want to write your own success story?
GET STARTED TODAY

